Meeting of the Metro Commission
and Metro Wastewater JPA
AGENDA
Thursday, OCTOBER 1, 2009
12:00 p.m.
9192 Topaz Way (MOC II) Auditorium
San Diego, California
“The mission of the Metro Commission is to create an equitable partnership with the San Diego City
Council on wastewater issues in the San Diego region that ensures fair rates for participating
agencies, concern for the environment, and regionally balanced decisions through data analysis,
collaboration among all stakeholders, and open dialogue.”

Note: Any member of the Public may address the Metro Commission/Metro Wastewater JPA on any
Agenda Item. Please complete a Speaker Slip and submit it to the Administrative Assistant or
Chairperson prior to the start of the meeting if possible, or in advance of the specific item being called.
Comments are limited to three (3) minutes per individual.
Documentation
Included

1.

ROLL CALL

2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG

3.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Persons speaking during Public Comment may address the Metro Commission/
Metro Wastewater JPA on any subject matter within the jurisdiction of the Metro
Commission and/or Metro Wastewater JPA that is not listed as an agenda item.
Comments are limited to three (3) minutes. Please complete a Speaker Slip and
submit it prior to the start of the meeting.

X

4.

ACTION - APPROVE MINUTES OF SEPTEMBER 3, 2009 (Attachment)

X

5.

PRESENTATION OF BID TO GOAL PROGRAM (Attachments A-E)

6.

ACTION – CONSIDERATION AND POSSIBLE ACTION ON THE CREATION OF A
STANDING FINANCE COMMITTEE

7.

ACTION - DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION ON THE STATUS OF THE
MODIFIED PERMIT FOR THE POINT LOMA WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT AND
THE COASTAL COMMISSION'S ACTIONS ON THE CONSISTENCY CERTIFICATION
FOR THE MODIFIED PERMIT

October 1, 2009

Metro Commission/Metro
Wastewater JPA Agenda

Documentation
Included

X

8.

ACTION - DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION ON BIOSOLIDS DISPOSAL
SERVICES (Attachment)

X

9.

ACTION - DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION ON ADDITIONAL SODIUM
HYPOCHLORITE EXPENSE (Attachment)

X

10.

ACTION - DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION ON POINT LOMA DIGESTER
CLEANING (Attachment)

X

11.

ACTION - STRATEGIC PLAN (ANNUAL RETREAT) AD HOC COMMITTEE - REVIEW
OF MAY 7, 2009 MEETING SUMMARY (Attachments A-D)

X

12.

ACTION – DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION TO APPROVE THE 2010 MEETING
CALENDAR (Attachment)

13.

METRO TAC UPDATE

14.

IROC UPDATE

15.

FINANCE AD HOC COMMITTEE

16.

PROPOSED AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE NEXT METRO COMMISSION/ METRO
WASTEWATER JPA MEETING NOVEMBER 5, 2009

17.

METRO COMMISSIONERS’ AND JPA BOARD MEMBERS’ COMMENTS

18.

CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL-ANTICIPATED LITIGATION
Initiation of litigation pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 54956.9 (1 Potential Case)

19.

ADJOURNMENT OF METRO COMMISSION AND METRO WASTEWATER JPA

The Metro Commission and/or Metro Wastewater JPA may take action on any item listed in this Agenda
whether or not it is listed “For Action.”
Materials provided to the Metro Commission and/or Metro Wastewater JPA related to any open-session
item on this agenda are available for public review by contacting L. Peoples at (619) 476-2557 during
normal business hours.

In compliance with the
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
The Metro Commission/Metro Wastewater JPA requests individuals who require alternative agenda
format or special accommodations to access, attend, and/or participate in the Metro Commission/Metro
Wastewater JPA meetings, contact M. Kane at (858) 292.6321, at least forty-eight hours in advance of
the meetings.

October 1, 2009
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Agenda Item 4
September 3, 2009 Draft Minutes

Meeting of the Metro Commission
and Metro Wastewater JPA
9192 Topaz Way (MOC II) Auditorium
San Diego, California
September 3, 2009
DRAFT Minutes
Vice Chairman Ernie Ewin called the meeting to order at 12:07 p.m. A quorum of the Metro Wastewater
JPA and Metro Commission was declared, and the following representatives were present:
1.

ROLL CALL
Representatives
Agencies
City of Chula Vista
Cheryl Cox
X
City of Coronado
Al Ovrom
X
City of Del Mar
Donald Mosier
X
City of El Cajon
Bill Wells
City of Imperial Beach
Patricia McCoy
X
City of La Mesa
Ernie Ewin
X
Lemon Grove Sanitation District Jerry Jones
City of National City
Alejandra Sotelo-Solis
City of Poway
Betty Rexford
City of San Diego
Jerry Sanders
County of San Diego
Dianne Jacob
X
Otay Water District
Larry Breitfelder
X
Padre Dam MWD
Augie Caires
X
Metro TAC Chair
Scott Huth
X
IROC
Don Billings
X

Alternate
Scott Tulloch
Scott Huth
Dennis Davies
Art Madrid
Patrick Lund
Joe Smith
Leah Browder
Jim Barrett
Daniel Brogadir
Augie Scalzitti

Others present: Metro JPA General Counsel Paula de Sousa; City of San Diego General
Counsel Zeleny; JPA Secretary David Scherer; Karyn Keese – PBS&J
2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Commissioner Cox led the Pledge.

3.

PUBLIC COMMENT
There was no public comment.

4.

ACTION – CONSIDERATION AND POSSIBLE ACTION TO APPROVE MINUTES OF AUGUST
6, 2009
Upon motion by Commissioner Cox, seconded by Vice Chairman Jones, the August 6, 2009
Regular Meeting Minutes were approved unanimously.

5.

ACTION – DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION ON THE STATUS OF THE MODIFIED
PERMIT FOR THE POINT LOMA WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT AND THE COASTAL
COMMISSION’S ACTIONS ON THE CONSISTENCY CERTIFICATION FOR THE MODIFIED
PERMIT
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Jim Barrett representative of the City of San Diego provided an update to the JPA that the Mayor
and City Attorney had signed and sent a letter to the Coastal Commission informing them of their
intent to appeal the Coastal Commissions objections to a consistency determination and were
working with staff to determine the best way to bring the issue back to the Coastal Commission.
They were waiting to see what happened at the Coastal Commission the following week in
Eureka which they would be attending. The City of San Diego's letter announcing their intent to
appeal would allow for the Executive Director to call the Commission into Closed Session to
discuss what they would do next. They were not sure if the next step was for the Coastal
Commission to reconsider or for the City of San Diego to reapply for reconsideration. The City
was therefore in a holding pattern as the Coastal Commission might have to provide findings
which would result in a letter from them to the City of San Diego. He then added that City staff
was taken aback when the Coastal Commission did not accept their own staff's recommendation
to approve. If the Coastal Commission does accept their staff's recommendation and the
consistency determination is approved, the waiver will be issued and San Diego will continue on.
If they do not accept staff's recommendation, the City of San Diego will first appeal through the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration to the Secretary of Commerce and
depending on how that goes, will have the ability to actually go into litigation in Superior Court
where they hold a very good chance of prevailing. Unfortunately until this issue is resolved, the
EPA cannot issue the waiver, but still supports San Diego as does the Regional Water Quality
Control Board.
San Diego Attorney Zeleny added that the appeal to the Secretary of Commerce is unusual in
that they would not point out errors by the Commission, but instead would have to show that there
is some overriding national interest that warrants the issuance of the waiver despite the objection
of the Coastal Commission. This process is considered the administrative remedy that needs to
be exhausted prior to filing anything with the courts down here. There is a possibility that a local
judge would disagree so they are taking a very cautious approach and will file sooner rather than
later just to make sure that their rights are protected and nothing is dismissed on a technicality.
Commissioner McCoy stated that as a former Coastal Commissioner, she felt what the Coastal
Commission was looking for was that San Diego was moving forward on secondary and that they
agree some monitoring stations were not effective and were working towards compliance down
the road. Commissioner McCoy also requested our Chair be included in negotiations with the
City of San Diego which impact the PA’s.
General Counsel de Sousa reaffirmed receipt by the Commissioners of the letters sent to the
Coastal Commission from the City of San Diego Mayor; a memorandum to the JPA members
from BB&K providing an executive summary of the California Coastal Commission’s objection to
the consistency certification which was marked Attorney/Client Privilege and was not to be shared
with anyone as it contained legal analysis; and a second memorandum to the JPA members from
BB&K that could be shared as the legal analysis had been removed.
Chairman Ewin requested Karyn Keese prepare an update on the potential impact of secondary
treatment to the PA’s for distribution.
Commissioner Jacob thanked the City of San Diego and the Attorneys involved and restated the
County’s support. She further stated that as Chair of the County Board this year, she had sent a
letter to the EPA reiterating support of the waiver and the County Board stands ready to assist in
any way possible.
Jim Barrett stated that the City of San Diego was drafting a letter for the Congressional delegation
and would make it available to the PA’s. A lot depended on what happens at the next Coastal
Commission meeting, information from which would be brought back to the PA’s prior to the
CCC’s meeting 10/7 through 10/9 in Oceanside. At this time it is unclear which date the modified
permit was scheduled for but will advise as soon as the information is received. Further, it was
his understanding that in 2002 when the Coastal Commission took a similar position, they
reversed themselves without a hearing.
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Chairman Ewin stated that the next JPA meeting was October 1, 2009.
General Counsel de Sousa advised that since the next Coastal Commission meeting precedes
the next MetroTAC meeting, they will get the information and can get the ball rolling and bring
information to the JPA meeting on October 1, 2009.
Chairman Ewin requested each member bring their City/Agency up to speed, including when
information is received from MetroTAC in September.
6.

METRO TAC UPDATE
Metro TAC Chairman Huth reported that they did not meet in the month of August; however they
spent considerable time dialoguing among staff of the PA’s. They will continue keeping a close
eye on the modified permit status and will be dialoguing with San Diego staff every other day.

7.

IROC UPDATE
Commissioner Caires reported that at the August 10th IROC meeting, they held a lengthy
discussion and review of the County rate increases;

8.

FINANCE AD HOC COMMITTEE
Commissioner Ovrom reported that they had not held a meeting but were receiving reports on the
audit progress from Karyn Keese and asked the members to look at the week of September 21st
for a meeting.

9.

STRATEGIC PLAN (ANNUAL RETREAT) AD HOC COMMITTEE – REVIEW OF MAY 7 2009
MEETING SUMMARY
Chairman Ewin noted that this item would be heard at the October meeting along with the
recertification item.

10.

PROPOSED AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE NEXT
WASTEWATER JPA MEETING OCTOBER 1, 2009

METRO

COMMISSION/

METRO

It was noted that the Bid to Goal presentation had been bumped to the October meeting.
11.

METRO COMMISSIONERS’ and JPA BOARD MEMBERS’ COMMENTS
There were none.

12.

ADJOURNMENT OF METRO COMMISSION AND METRO WASTEWATER JPA
At 12:30 p.m., there being no further business, Chairman Ewin declared the meeting adjourned.

_____________________________________
Recording Secretary
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Agenda Item 5
A. Bid to Goal Brief with Savings
B. MOU
C. BID Document
D. Manager’s Report to Council
E. FY 2008 Independent Audit Results –
Financial and Performance Goal
Attainment

Metropolitan Wastewater
Department
Bid to Goal Agreement

Background
• Consolidates & Expands Existing Agreements
Pioneered in FY 1998
• Supports Proposed FY 2008 Budget
• Developed in Conjunction w/ BPR
• Oversight (PUAC) Approved
• Meet and Confer Completed
2

MWWD Bid to Goal Results to Date
• Service Levels Maintained or Exceeded
– Yearly Treatment Plant Industry Awards for Performance
– 1st ISO 14001 for U.S. Publicly Operated Sewerage Systems

• Cumulative Savings
– $120 million avoided costs
– $70 million additional savings

• Overall Program Awards / Recognition Received
– 2002 ICMA for Innovation in Local Government
– 2003 San Diego County Taxpayers’ Golden Watchdog
– 2003 Harvard JFK School of Government
3

Bid to Goal Reengineering Process
Authorizing
Documents

Process
Mapping

Focused Peer
Review

Most Efficient
Organization

Statement of
Work
Competitive
Market Analysis
Private Market
Proposal
BPR Report
Bid to Goal
Agreement

City-wide Business Process Reengineering
4
(e.g. Contracts, Information Technology, Human Resources, Engineering)

Public Contract Operations
(Bid to Goal)
Strategy to optimize delivery of services by a
Government Agency using the most
appropriate features of both:
•

Public Sectors

•

Private Sectors
5

Strategy to Optimize Government
Service Delivery
Public Features

Private Features

* Control of Key Public
Asset

* Competitive Budget

* No Profit Conflict w/
Health

* Performance Incentives

* Retained Budget Savings

* Formal Agreement
6

Terms of MWWD Bid to Goal
Existing Collection and Treatment Agreements End 6/30/07
New Agreement Expands Scope MWWD-wide:
Term = 5 Years (FY 2008 – FY 2012)
– Termination for Convenience After 1st Year
Budget Objective (Goal) set by Industry Expert
– Approved by PUAC
Incentives modeled on Private Sector
– Potential of $4K Gainsharing per Employee, payable only if
service levels satisfied & equivalent savings accrued to City
7

DATE
ISSUED:

5/15/2007

REPORT
NO:

ATTENTION:

Council President and City Council

SUBJECT:

Public Contract Operations (MWWD Department-wide Bid to
Goal) Implementation
Metropolitan Wastewater Bid to Goal Memorandum of
Understanding

REFERENCE:

REQUESTED ACTION:
Ratify the MWWD Bid to Goal Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and authorize the
Mayor to approve and accept a responsible and responsive MWWD Labor-Management
Partnership (LMP) Bid to encompass all MWWD operations and functions in an organizationwide Public Contract Operations (Bid to Goal) Agreement.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approve the requested action.
BACKGROUND:
In 1997, City Council authorized an innovative pilot Bid to Goal Agreement (Agreement) with
the Metropolitan Wastewater Department (MWWD) Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
Division for the operation and maintenance of certain wastewater treatment facilities through
Fiscal Year (FY) 2003. In FY 2000, Amendment I to this Agreement was authorized to add
remaining City of San Diego wastewater treatment infrastructure. Amendment II to this
Agreement was approved in FY 2004 continuing the Agreement through FY 2007. A second Bid
to Goal Agreement covering the Wastewater Collection (WWC) Division functions was
subsequently approved for the period FY 2002-2007.
Since its inception, the Bid to Goal approach has demonstrated remarkable success as a strategy
to optimize public sector service delivery utilizing the most appropriate features of both the
public and private sectors. Over the past 9 years, significant improvements in the efficiency and
effectiveness of relevant MWWD functions have been realized. In particular, baseline budgets
were reduced by approximately $120 million (avoided costs) and an additional $70 million in
audited savings (beyond benchmarked competitive budgets) were realized. Further, these
efficiencies were accomplished with service level maintenance or improvements that included
reductions of sewer spills from 316 in FY 2001 to 71 in FY 2006, while maintaining full
regulatory compliance, receiving Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies (AMSA)
platinum and gold awards for performance, and becoming the first U.S. publicly-operated

wastewater department to achieve ISO-14001 certifications for Environmental Management
Systems in WWC, O&M, and the Environmental Monitoring and Technical Services divisions.
The O&M Bid-to-Goal Agreement received the International City/County Managers Association
(ICMA) Program Excellence Award for Innovations in Local Government Management in FY
2002, and it was recognized in FY 2004 by the Ash Institute for Democratic Governance and
Innovation associated with Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government as the
most significant government optimization initiative since Managed Competition.
This proposed renewed and expanded Bid to Goal Agreement is complementary to the recent
MWWD Business Process Reengineering (BPR) effort that validated MWWD performance
levels and developed a Most Efficient Organization (MEO). This Agreement maintains most of
the elements of the two operative Agreements (both of which expire at the end of FY 2007), with
the following significant refinements:
-

-

-

Whereas the existing two Agreements cover the major collection, conveyance, treatment and
disposal functions of MWWD, this successor Agreement consolidates those Agreements,
updates benchmarked service levels, and expands the scope to include all support functions
including environmental monitoring and technical services, engineering services, budgeting,
information systems, and human resources management.
Whereas key service levels are identified for a five year term and default provisions are
identified in case budget or performance metrics are not sufficiently met (similar to current
Agreements), a provision has been added to enable termination of the Agreement for
convenience at any time after the initial year. This provision will provide flexibility for the
City to pursue Managed Competition or other optimization measures if desired and deemed
to be cost-effective.
The two existing performance management systems (Pay for Performance and Assurance
Program/Gainsharing) utilized to encourage savings from efficiencies beyond those
identified in the Bid to Goal Budget Objective are consolidated and redesigned into a unified
system that will better support the proposed, consolidated department-wide Agreement. The
proposed Employee Efficiency Incentive Reserve is capped at $10 million for the MWWDwide Agreement, as opposed to the combined $8 million cap for the two operative
Agreements with coverage limited to MWWD’s two major operating divisions.

City Council action is requested to ratify the successor MWWD-wide Bid to Goal Memorandum
of Understanding to be effective commencing in FY 2008, and (consistent with past practice)
contingent on the Mayor accepting a responsive and responsible LMP Bid which will provide
clarification and details necessary to administer this Agreement. MWWD and the Labor
Organizations have reached a tentative Bid to Goal agreement pending the City Council
approval.
FISCAL CONSIDERATIONS:
MWWD’s Department-wide Public Contract Operations Bid to Goal Agreement is projected to
yield an estimated annual cost avoidance of $20 million per year over the course of the five year
agreement compared to projections made prior to implementing the BPR improvements and
expanded Bid to Goal Agreement scope and provisions. Incentives and accountability provisions
are incorporated to encourage efficiency savings beyond these projections.

2

PREVIOUS COUNCIL and/or COMMITTEE ACTION:
Two existing MWWD Public Contract Operations Bid to Goal Agreements and related
Amendments derived via the Bid to Goal strategy were approved with MWWD’s O&M and
WWC Divisions. Both expire at the end of FY 2007.
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND PUBLIC OUTREACH EFFORTS:
Past Bid to Goal efforts and the proposed expansion to a department-wide agreement were discussed with
the Public Utilities Advisory Commission in conjunction with presentations on the MWWD Business
Process Reengineering process. As with former benchmarking efforts and Bid to Goal Agreements,
ongoing performance results will be briefed in public forum at appropriate oversight venues.
KEY STAKEHOLDERS AND PROJECTED IMPACTS:
Results of actions described above are intended and designed to deliver reliable, cost-effective
services to the sewer system’s ratepayers with reduced staff and associated expenses. This
agreement also extends and maintains the ongoing labor-management partnership of the City of
San Diego and participating labor organizations.

Originating Department

Deputy Chief/Chief Operating
Officer

3

REPORT TO THE CITY COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY SHEET
DATE REPORT
ISSUED:
ATTENTION:
ORIGINATING
DEPARTMENT:
SUBJECT:
COUNCIL
DISTRICT(S):
STAFF CONTACT:

REPORT
NO.:

5/15/2007
Council President and City Council
Metropolitan Wastewater (MWWD)

Public Contract Operations (MWWD Departmentwide Bid to Goal) Implementation
Citywide
Margaret Wyatt x26467, MS 901 A

REQUESTED ACTION:
Ratify the Bid to Goal Memorandum of Understanding and authorize the Mayor to approve and
accept a responsible and responsive MWWD Labor-Management Partnership (LMP) Bid.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approve the requested action.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
In 1997, City Council authorized the first Bid to Goal Agreement (Agreement) with the Metropolitan
Wastewater Department (MWWD). Currently, two divisions of MWWD have Agreements in place (through
FY 2007). Over the past 10 years, the Bid to Goal approach has demonstrated remarkable success as a strategy
to optimize public sector service delivery, promoting significant improvements in the efficiency and
effectiveness of relevant MWWD functions. This proposed department-wide Agreement is complementary to
the recent MWWD Business Process Reengineering (BPR) effort that validated MWWD performance levels
and developed a Most Efficient Organization (MEO). While this Agreement maintains most of the elements of
the two operative Agreements, significant refinements are included and addressed in the accompanying Report
to Council. MWWD and the Labor Organizations have reached a tentative Bid to Goal agreement pending the
City Council approval.

FISCAL CONSIDERATIONS:
MWWD’s Bid to Goal Agreement is projected to yield estimated annual savings of $20 million
compared to projections made prior to implementing the MEO. Incentives and accountability
provisions are incorporated to encourage efficiency savings beyond these projections.
PREVIOUS COUNCIL and/or COMMITTEE ACTION:
Two existing MWWD Bid to Goal Agreements and related Amendments were approved with
MWWD’s Operations & Maintenance and Wastewater Collection Divisions (both expire 6/30/2007).
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND PUBLIC OUTREACH EFFORTS:
Past Bid to Goal efforts and the proposed expansion to a department-wide agreement were
discussed with the Public Utilities Advisory Commission in conjunction with presentations on the
MWWD BPR process. Performance results will be briefed in public forum at appropriate venues.
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & PROJECTED IMPACTS (if applicable):
Results of actions described above are intended and designed to deliver reliable, cost-effective
services to MWWD’s ratepayers with reduced staff and expenses. This agreement extends and
maintains the labor-management partnership of the City and participating labor organizations.

Originating Department

Deputy Chief/Chief
Operating Officer
4

5

FY 2008 Audit Results
Water and Wastewater Department’s
Bid to Goal and Pay for Performance Programs

May 11, 2009

1








Delivers Quality Services & Savings to Ratepayers,
increasing accountability and public trust of Water and
MWWD employees
Develops Competitive Budgets that beats a Private
Market Proposal (PMP) developed by industry experts
Combines Bests Features of Private & Public Sector
Serves as a Performance Measurement System that
develops team-oriented goals for rate-payers benefits.
2

Public employees are held accountable to a validated
competitive standard.






Employees are involved in attaining savings to ratepayers
via goals that result in operational efficiency and
effectiveness improvements.
Additional Savings, beyond the private market proposal, are
shared on a dollar-for-dollar basis between ratepayers and
the Employee Efficiency Incentive Reserve (EEIR) Program
◦ funds team-based Gainsharing payments
◦ employee recommended reinvestments linked to improved
operations and productivity
RESULTS: improved business awareness and meaningful

workforce participation in allocating organizational resources
3




FY97: MWWD P4P Program Starts
FY98: WWTD Division Initial Public Contract
Operation Agreement (PCOA) (i.e. Bid to Goal)



FY02: WWC Division PCOA



FY05: Water Operations Division PCOA & P4P



FY07: Water Customer Support Div. PCOA & P4P



FY08: MWWD Dept-Wide PCOA



FY10:(Target) Water Dept-Wide PCOA
4

9

WWTD: In FY1998, there were 373 positions. In FY2009, there
were 290 positions with the Division.

9

PRISC Study, funded with $750,000 of Bid savings in CY06.
Changing mix of chemicals = est. savings of FY09 $1.7 mil.

9

Sanitary Sewer Spills decreased 600% from CY2000-08 (i.e.
2000:12.5/100 miles of pipe: 2008; 2/100 miles of pipe).

9

CSD: Same day service restoration: nearly 100% from 95%.

9

Water Ops. In FY05, responded to reported service leaks w/in 2
days 69.7% of the time. In FY08, response time was 86.2%.

9

Water Ops: B2G savings funded project added capability
eliminating need to buy 4.5 MG/month of treated water. This
saves $118,000/year.
5



Water Operations Division:

9Currently in Final Year of a 5-Year Contract
9FY 2008 Gainsharing Payout Made
9FY 2008 Pay-for-Performance Payout Pending



Water Customer Support Division

9Currently in Year 3 of a 5-Year Contract
9Termination only as a result of “default”
9FY 2008 Payout Pending



MWWD

9Currently in Year 2 of 5-Year Contract.
9FY 2008 Payout Pending

6

Water/Ops

Water/CS

BID

$65,809,348

$22,294,047 $207,157,305

Actual

$56,014,991

$20,684,095 $181,868,296

Savings $ 9,794,357
Percent

14.8%

$ 1,609,952
7.2%

MWWD

$ 25,289,010
12.2%

7

Water/Ops

Water/CS

MWWD

Total Goals

26

18

32

Goals Fully
or Partially
Achieved

22

13

28

Goals Not
Achieved

4

5

4

8







Enhance the review of released encumbrances
Conduct periodic internal audits of performance
result
Download SWIM DBs into Excel for easier review
Improve communication with IT staff to be sure
data is being captured correctly



Increase individual accountability



Follow the adopted goal criteria precisely
9









Enhance review of accounting information
Precisely define goal achievement criteria,
calculations and achievement
Incorporate dynamic system changes in data
collection, tracking and monitoring of goals
Encourage periodic internal audits
Continue to develop goals that proactively enhance
productivity in key areas of focus for the Water Dept
10

(First Dept-wide audit conducted for the new Bid)






Prepare reconciliations of total expenditures, outof-scope items and encumbrances released as part
of the financial reporting
Resolve contract issues with the Director’s
contingency
Develop documentation for Department goals
similar to that for Division goals
11

Water


A department-wide PCO Agreement (B2G) is being
developed

MWWD


PCO amendments are being developed

Both PCO Agreements



Will be presented to the City Council for review in July
Are evolving toward a future joint Public Utilities PCO
Agreement

12

Agenda Item 8
Biosolids Disposal Services

City of San Diego, Public Utilities Department
Amendment to Continue Biosolids Disposal Services Provided by San Diego Landfill Services
Presenter: Christopher McKinney, Deputy Director, Wastewater Treatment and Disposal Division
The Public Utilities Department submits for review and approval a Second Amendment to the
Facility Franchise Agreement (FFA) for the Miramar Landfill. The Amendment would extend
certain provisions of the Agreement for an additional five years to allow for continued collection,
transportation, and disposal of biosolids processed at the Metropolitan Biosolids Center (MBC)
by San Diego Landfill Systems, Inc. (SDLS). These services would continue through March
2015.
Background
In June 1999, the City of San Diego (the City) and SDLS entered into a FFA for the Miramar
Landfill. Section 4 of that Agreement provided for a five-year period in which SDLS would
collect, transport, and dispose of biosolids processed at the Metropolitan Biosolids Center
(MBC). Prior to the end of the first five-year period in February 2005, the City and SDLS
exercised their option in the Agreement and negotiated a five-year extension which will expire
on February 28, 2010.
Action under Review
The City and SDLS have negotiated another extension to the Agreement for a second five-year
term, beginning March 1, 2010, that provides for maximum beneficial use of biosolids. If the
Amendment is ultimately approved, SDLS will continue to use land application and alternate
daily landfill cover as its approved methods of beneficial biosolids use. Presently, SDLS is
beneficially using 98% of the biosolids. If, in the future, alternative methods of beneficial use
are identified, prior approval of the City shall be required before such methods or sites can be
used by SDLS. The City has reserved the right to pursue its own alternatives, if such alternatives
afford the City additional benefits in the use of biosolids.
Pending approval of the Metro Commission, the Public Utilities Department will request that the
City Council increase the term of the contract by another five years and authorize $1,725,000
within FY 2010 (approximately 1/3 of the annual cost of $5,160,000, based on estimated 120,000
tons at current $42.98/ton). The Second Amendment does not directly change the current cost of
the ongoing collection, transport, and beneficial use of biosolids. However, the cost will
potentially escalate in subsequent fiscal years through FY 2015 per the terms and conditions of
the Franchise Agreement. Prices escalation is based on the Consumer Price Index for All Urban
Consumers in Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange Counties. The FY 2010 price is $42.98 per ton.
The price in FY 2010 was compared to rates paid by other regional agencies for biosolids
disposal and was determined to be competitive.

Agenda Item 9
Additional Sodium Hypochlorite Expense

City of San Diego, Public Utilities Department
Additional Funds Request for Sodium Hypochlorite Purchases
Presenter: Christopher McKinney, Deputy Director, Wastewater Treatment and Disposal Division
The Public Utilities Department submits for review and approval a request for
authorization of additional expenditures for the purchase of sodium hypochlorite. City of San
Diego Resolution R-304381 authorized expenditures of $3,680,000 for sodium hypochlorite.
Additional funds are necessary for unanticipated use of this chemical for wastewater partial
disinfection at the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant (PLWTP). The amount of the
additional request is $2,345,000 and would bring the total authorized amount to $6,025,000.
This amount would be sufficient for all Wastewater Treatment and Disposal (WWTD) Division
facilities using sodium hypochlorite through March 2010.
Background
Sodium hypochlorite is a chemical used, among others, to disinfect wastewater and
control odors. Use of this chemical for disinfection and odor control has remained fairly
constant over the last two years at the North City Water Reclamation Plant, Metropolitan
Biosolids Center, and five wastewater pump stations.
In FY 2009 the Metropolitan Wastewater Department, now a branch of the Public
Utilities Department, began using sodium hypochlorite at the PLWTP for partial disinfection of
treated wastewater. Partial disinfection was implemented at the PLWTP for two primary
reasons: (1) the EPA reinterpreted guidelines concerning bacteria levels within 3 nautical miles
of the coast, and (2) the Department anticipated that partial disinfection would likely be required
with the next ocean discharge permit. Plant staff have increased the sodium hypochlorite dose
for disinfection purposes from 8 ppm to 10 ppm during process startup. Staff may increase the
dose to a maximum of 16 ppm, if disinfection needs warrant. The prior Council authorization for
sodium hypochlorite purchases was based on estimates which did not anticipate the additional
use at the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant.
This request would increase the authorization for sodium hypochlorite purchases to allow
the Department to maintain sufficient chemicals to meet the increased disinfection dose. There
is no change in the approved vendor, Olin Chlor Alkali Products, or the bid price at this time.
The bid price was last adjusted by +7.2% on April 1, 2009 due to increased commodity prices.
This adjustment was made per Pricing Agreement 8070141-0, within bid terms.

Agenda Item 10
Point Loma Digester Cleaning

CITY OF SAN DIEGO
PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT WASTEWATER BRANCH
September 16, 2009
Presenter: TBD
Background
Opened in 1963, the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant (PLWTP) treats approximately
160 million gallons of wastewater per day generated in a 450 square mile area by more than 2.2
million residents. Located on a 40 acre site on the bluffs of Point Loma, the plant has a treatment
capacity of 240 million gallons per day (mgd).
Eight digesters at the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant use heat and bacteria to break
down the organic solids removed from wastewater, similar to human digestion. Digesters can
become partially filled with a bottom layer of settled grit and a top layer of floating scum. These
accumulations reduce the active volume of the digesters and degrade their performance. When
this happens, the digesters must be drained and deposits removed.
Effective removal of grit from wastewater in the headworks of plant is the best preventive
approach in reducing the amount of grit entering the digesters. Similarly, separate processing of
scum collected from the clarifiers, such as heating to rendering plant, can reduce scum
accumulation in the digesters. However, grit and scum entering the digesters cannot be
eliminated completely. Under standard operating procedures, the digested biosolids is removed
and processed as usual. The remaining heavy material deposits in the digesters are then removed
(usually manually) and handled separately.
The digester cleaning is an expensive and time consuming process. The digesters must be shut
down to remove heavy inorganic material. The disposition of this heavy material will dictate the
intensity of odors associated with the cleaning operation. Liquid separated from the material is
typically drained and sent back to the plant headworks. The solids are held for further dewatering
and subsequent disposal.
Proposed Project
The Public Utilities Wastewater Branch is requesting authorization to advertise, bid, and award a
contract to the lowest responsible bidder for the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant
Digesters C1 and 8 Cleaning. The cleaning consists of the removal of sands, grit and debris from
the digesters to maintain optimal digester capacity for the anaerobic digestion process.
Digester C1 was upgraded with a new roof in 2003, and Digester 8 was constructed in 2000;
these digesters have not been cleaned since then. This work will improve plant operations and
ensure the City meets all federal regulations required for Class “B” Biosolids. Postponement of
digesters cleaning will result in accumulation of more grit and scum reducing the volume of
sludge that the digester can process. Additionally, the scum blanket that forms on the top of
sludge will affect the digester mixing and heating of the sludge. The heating/mixing system in an
anaerobic digester is the most important part of sludge treatment process. Even small changes in

temperature may inhibit microbial performance which can cause reduction in digester gas
production, and in the worst case, can cause foaming and digester failure.
Digester foaming is a common problem in anaerobic digesters. Digester foaming problems can
range from being a periodic minor nuisance to a major problem leading to catastrophic failure of
a digester structure. Foaming conditions that get out of control can block gas collections system
and safety relief systems causing increased gas pressure high enough to lift a digester cover
resulting in structural failure. Investigation of the digestion system reveals that the digesters are
under loaded and they are being over mixed.
The $3,863,000 total cost of this requested action is based on estimated three million gallons of
non-digestible material accumulated within the two digesters. The actual material quantities will
be determined after the cleaning contract is awarded and dewatering of digesters. The final
contract value will be based on the actual quantities.
This requested action is for the approval to execute a contract with the low responsible bidder, to
clean and remove solids from Digesters C1 and 8.
The total cost of this request is $3,863,000 and is available in the Public Utilities Wastewater
Operating Fund 700001.
The proposed schedule is as follows:
Schedule
• Council Action – October 2009
• Open Bid – January 2010
• Digesters C1 & 8 Cleaning – March 2010 thru July 2010

Agenda Item 11
Strategic Plan (Annual Retreat) Ad Hoc
Committee – Review of May 7, 2009 Meeting
A. Power Point Presentation
B. Summary Notes from the May 7 Workshop
C. Metro TAC 2009-2010 Work Plan
D. Purposes & Goals Power Point from
August JPA meeting

Metro Commission/JPA
th
May 7 , 2009 Strategic
Planning Workshop
Review and
Follow-up Discussion
Oct. 1, 2009

Purpose of Agenda Item
1.

Review the May 7, 2009 Workshop highlights,
and agree on follow-up action items.

2.

Attain consensus on the core elements of the
MC/JPA’s Strategic Plan.

3.

Agree on Action Plan to finalize a Strategic
Plan document.

4.

Develop consensus as to the Metro TAC’s
Work Priorities, and note where they link to
the Strategic Plan.
2

May 7th Workshop Highlights
1.

Top Desired Outcomes of Workshop

2.

Pre-Workshop Questionnaire – Top Themes
9
9
9
9

3.

Current Reality Update
9
9
9
9

4.

MC/JPA Mission: Assessment of progress
Strategic Goals: Assessment of Progress
FY10 Top Priorities
Five Year (2010-2014) Priorities

MC/JPA
Summary of Past Year
Financial Update
Metro TAC Workplan

Summary of Workshop Evaluations

3

Core Elements of Strategic Plan
1.

Vision and Mission Defined

2.

Strategic Goals (Key Areas of Focus)

3.

Key Strategic Initiatives (Projects to Achieve
Goals)

4

Mission Statement
“The Mission of the Metro Commission is to create
an equitable partnership with the San Diego Mayor
and City Council on wastewater issues in the
San Diego region that ensures fair rates
for participating agencies, concern for the
environment, and regionally balanced decisions
through data analysis, collaboration among all
stakeholders, and open dialogue.”
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Five (5) Strategic Goals
1.

Reduce costs and ensure fair rates.

2.

Create alignment among the Metro
Commission/JPA members.

3.

Enhance positive/effective relations with the
City of San Diego.

4.

Create/sustain a positive image in the region.

5.

Identify ways to increase usage of recycled
and/or reclaimed water.
6

TAC-Related Priorities
1.

State WDR’s & WDR Recommendation Plan

2.

The “No Drugs Down the Drain” Program

3.

Fiscal-related Items

4.

PLWWTP Waiver (and, Preparing for the future)

5.

IPR Pilot Program(s)

6.

Lateral Issues

7.

Grease Recycling

8.

Water Reduction - Impacts on Sewer Rates

9.

Flushable Items that do not Degrade

10.

Power Tariff
7

Agreements and Next Steps
1.

Agreements?

2.

Next Steps/Action Items?

8

Action Planning
Item #:

Action :

Date due:

Person held
accountable:

9

Meeting
Adjourned!

10

Metro Commission/JPA
Strategic Planning
Summary of Workshop
Discussion Notes

May 7, 2009

Summary of the May 7, 2009 MC/Wastewater JPA Workshop Discussion Notes
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Summary of May 7, 2009 Metro Commission/
Wastewater JPA Workshop
I.

Introduction

The Metro Commission/Wastewater JPA Commissioners, Alternates and TAC members
and Alternates and staff, participated in a “Strategic Planning Workshop” on May 7,
2009. This is a Summary of the Discussion Notes. The following were the top desired
outcomes for the Workshop.
1.

Positive and Constructive Retreat: Convene a forum for Metro
Commission/Wastewater JPA members to develop clarity and alignment
around the key strategic goals of the Metro Commission/Wastewater JPA.
Develop enhanced Commissioner and Metro TAC member camaraderie,
teamwork, focus and commitment to the tasks that lay ahead.

2.

Priority Development/Strategic Goals: Develop the Fiscal Year 2010
priorities and Revisit/Refine the agreed upon 3-5 year Strategic Plan –
Develop alignment of the immediate next steps, and the top short and long
term strategies for pursuing MC/JPA Strategic Goals.

3.

Historical Perspective and Future Opportunities: Ensure that new
members have a better understanding of the issues, a common
understanding of the history and accomplishments of the MC/JPA to-date,
and possible regional leadership roles for the MC/JPA in the future
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II.

SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP SURVEY/RESPONSES/DISCUSSION
Facilitator John Gavares provided an overview of the survey responses noting that
a pre-workshop survey was administered to the Metro Commission/Metro
Wastewater JPA members/alternates and TAC members/alternates. Nineteen (19)
surveys were returned and a summary of themes from the survey responses had
been provided to all participants along with their meeting agenda.
Topics of the survey which had responses received were:
I.

Desired Outcomes for the Strategic Planning Workshop
1. Develop Fiscal Year 2010 Priorities and a 3-5 Year Strategic Plan (16)
a. Prioritization for Fiscal Year 2010: Agreement of the PA’s as to
what issues will be focused on. (10)
b. Revisit/Refine/Agree-upon 3-5 Year Roadmap/Strategic Plan (6)
2. New Member Orientation (8)
3. Miscellaneous (5)

II.

Metro Commission/Metro Wastewater JPA Mission
1.
2.

Responses to the Question “Are we achieving our Mission?”
Yes: 14
No: 1
Partially: 2
Responses to the Question “Are there areas we can improve
upon?”
Yes: 11
No: 0

Comments received on how the JPA is achieving their mission:
Mission Successes:
1.

Key Mission Successes included:
√
Exhibit E Annual Audit
√
CIP Project Involvement
√
Secondary Waiver Input
√
IROC is receptive
√
Has strengthened through the years
√
Receptivity of City of San Diego Staff to input, such as
training of AP staff

2.

Opportunities for greater leadership.

3.

Opportunities for greater partnering.

Comments received on how to be even better:
Areas for Increased Mission-Focus:
1. Fair Rates: The issue of recycled water revenue going to the Water
fund needs to be received.
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2. We have an opportunity for even greater Leadership on Regional
Wastewater Issues and Environmental Stewardship (e.g. IPR, Water
Outfall, Recycled Water).
3. Partnership: Things could be smoother, easier, and a bit less difficult.
Another opportunity!
4. Miscellaneous: Membership Roles can be clarified, and involvement
increased!
III.

IV.

Metro Commission/Metro Wastewater JPA Strategic Goals:
1.

Responses to the Question “Are we achieving our Strategic
Goals?”
Yes: 12
No: 2
Mostly: 3

2.

Response to the Question “Are there areas we can improve upon?”
Yes: 5
No: 1
Mostly:

Four (4) Strategic Goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduce costs and ensure fair rates.
Create alignment among the Metro Commission/JPA members.
Enhance positive/effective relations with the City of San Diego.
Create/sustain a positive image in the region.

Goal #1 REDUCE COSTS AND ENSURE FAIR RATES
Pluses
1. The City of San Diego is working hard to reduce costs.
2. We have avoided costs by not going to secondary treatment with the
waiver approval.
3. MC Successfully provides financial oversight.
Even better if….(EBI’s)
1. More Bid to Goal updates, and even a real private sector bid of WW
functions.
2. Reducing costs for non-renewables like energy & water itself, through
investment in alternative energy costs for infrastructure.
Goal #2 MC/JPA ALIGNMENT
Pluses
1. Interaction at both TAC and Commission levels has positively fostered
regional PA alignment.
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2. The MC/JPA provides a critical forum for sharing
resources/developing solutions to common agency issues.

of

Even better if….(EBI’s)
1. Areas for increased cooperation and coordination exist
2. Small agencies should pay less, because they are small polluters, as
compared to big entities.
Goal #3 RELATIONS BETWEEN PA’S AND CITY OF SAN DIEGO
Pluses
1. In general, we have good relations with the City of San Diego, even
though there are some issues.
Even better if….(EBI’s)
1. The issue of recycled water revenue going to the Water fund needs to
be resolved.
2. There are issues and concerns regarding the City of San Diego’s
treatment cost and budgeting/audit process.
3. We have the capacity to have a stronger partnership.
Goal #4 CREATE A POSITIVE IMAGE
Pluses
1. We have a positive image in the region, even though we are relatively
unknown.
2. Citizens do not know about the MC/JPA.
3. The City of San Diego’s efforts for water re-purification and
secondary treatment create a good image.
Even better if….(EBI’s)
1. A regional presence would require a significant public relations effort.
2. There is anger over increased rates and meter connection fees and we
may be able to help.
3. We should continue involvement at RWQCB and City of San Diego
meetings, etc.
V.

2009-2010 Priorities
1. These priorities were listed based on the frequency that they were cited
as a “Top 7 Priority.” The mean score for each item is cited next to
each item as well.
2. Promote regional recycled water production as a sustainable water
resource. (16) (2.8)
3. Resolve financial issues with San Diego related to PA’s committing
reserve funds and debt service coverage to Metro. (14) (3.79)
4. Establish a policy of support for regional IPR/RA. (13) (3.46)
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5. Monitor/participate in City of San Diego recycled water optimization
study. (13) (4.0)
6. Assist City of San Diego in training accounting personnel and estimate
a billing system to PA’s. (12) (2.3)
7. Participate in San Diego’s rate cases in 2009 and 2010, and in
upcoming bond issues. (11) (3.9)
8. Resolve financial issues for revenue from reclaimed water sales. (10)
(3.8)
9. Value high cost engineering projects. (7) (3.7)
10. Create legislative policy guidance for supporting our goals. (7) (4.86)
11. Promote regional FOG (Fats, Oils, Grease) program, and grease
recycling. (6) (6.0)
12. Promote regional “No Drugs Down the Drain” Program. (5) (6.6)
13. Re-establish a communications program to community leaders/media.
(5) (5.0)
14. Finalize PA leasing capacity policy. (4) (4.0)
15. Promote regulation program for elimination of non-degradable
flushable cleaning items. (3) (5.7)
16. Develop strategy to combat devastation of the water infrastructure via
radical environmentalism.
VI.

2010-2014 Priorities (5-Year)
These priorities were listed based on the frequency that they were cited as
a “Top 5 Priority.” The mean score for each item is cited next to each
item as well.
1. Promote reg. recycled water production as a sustainable water
resource. (16) (2.13)
2. Participate in ongoing waiver issues and monitor secondary treatment
sites. (14) (1.94)
3. Develop a multi-year Strategic Plan document. (14) (2.71)
4. Establish Legislative Policy Guidelines. (11) (3.09)
5. Promote a regional FOG (Fats, Oils, Grease) Program and No Drugs
Down the Drain Program. (9) (4.0)
6. Expand participation in outside organizations (E.G. SCAP, CASA,
Water Reuse Association, etc.) (6) (4.0)
7. Expand participation in efforts to reduce pharmaceuticals in water. (6)
(4.3)
8. Actively participate in the City of San Diego’s ocean monitoring
program. (3) (3.0)
9. Other:
√ Financial (5)
√ Pipelines & Regional Water Supply (3)
√ PA Leasing capacity Policy, if not done.
√ Develop strategy to combat devastation of the water infrastructure
via radical environmentalism.
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VII.

Discussion
1. Chairman Robak noted that there was a great response rate to the
survey.
2. Commissioner Caries stated that the survey documented that the JPA
was on the right track, focusing on the right issues and still working on
relations with the City of San Diego.
3. Vice Chairman Ewin stated the Regional Recycled Water issue needed
to be a top priority, if it was not being done, the JPA needed to do it,
taking an involved, leadership role. Further, that it was nice to have a
process in place so as not to have to reinvent one each time new
members came on board.
4. IROC Chairman Billings stated that IROC represents the Rate Payers,
not the City of San Diego.
5. Metro JPA General Counsel de Sousa stated that when the Metro
Commission was created, participation by the cities was wanted and
needs to be reestablished that the JPA is an “asset” to the City of San
Diego.
6. Facilitator Gavares responded that the City of San Diego values the
input received from the MetroTAC and JPA and that the input is
utilized and discussed by management team.
7. San Diego representative Barrett stated that the 4 goals emphasize
recycled, reclaimed and do not exist by themselves, nor do they sustain
expansion and he was not sure how the specific issue fits with the
goals. The Metro has long standing financial issues as well as
transportation, if concentration on fixing these long standing issues,
the City of San Diego might be a bit more amiable to working with the
PA’s.
8. Alternate Commissioner Scalzitti stated that the customer did not
know the difference between the City of San Diego and the Metro
Commission, just that there was a water supply and treatment.
Everyone needs to work together toward the same goal.
9. Vice Chairman Ewin stated that the Elected Officials needed to know
their roles and determine or establish how independent they were, are,
and confirm that their Council’s give them the latitude needed to
support the JPA in accomplishing their goals. When Mayor Sanders
attends, the meeting should be designed so that Elected Officials are
working with Elected Officials.
10. MetroTAC Chairman Huth responded to a comment by Mr. Barrett,
stating that the JPA has an understanding that San Diego has needs as
well as their own and the City of San Diego needed to recognize that
the JPA’s relationship was good; there have been few setbacks such as
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the transportation issue. The environmental study coming out of the
waiver process should have been discussed with the PA’s prior to
agreement as they should be seen as a partner, the largest customer of
the group and both should continue to work together.
11. Commissioner Caires stated that there were longstanding issues in
need of resolving such as the transportation agreements and the JPA
needed to commit to moving in a direction to resolve these.
VIII.

CURRENT REALITY UPDATE
Note: Due to technical difficulty with the projector, the MetroTAC Work plan
was heard first followed by the Summary of the Past Year and the Financial
Update.
1.

SUMMARY OF PAST YEAR: Augie Caires.
Commissioner Caires delivered a presentation on the 2008-2009 Fiscal
Year activities of the Metro Commission/Joint Powers Authority. He
noted the following:
● The year had been smooth, quiet, routine and successful. This was the
11th year for the JPA.
● The work model of Projects and Programs – TAC; Engineering –
PBS&J, Financial Audits – Karyn Keese & Doug Wilson and
Approvals – Metro Commission/Joint Powers Authority Committees
& Commissions had been successfully followed.
● The cost to the PA’s has been under $250,000 per year.
● Internal organization changes including new Administrative Assistant,
Chair and Vice Chair and five new Commissioners.
BIG ISSUES:
a. Waiver of Secondary Treatment
- 5 Year Reprieve
- Delays up to $1.5 billion cost
- Political Fallout
b. Audits
- Getting Back on Tract
- 2005/2006 Resulted in a $10.9 million Credit
- 2006/2007 and 2007/2008 are in Process
- Budget: PA’s share is $64 million
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c. Return to Credit Markets
- New Money in the amount of $14.5million
- Retire private debt of $224 million
- Refunding of $500 million
- PA’s Benefits:
- Timely CIP Funding
- SRF Program Augmentation
- Credit Rating of AAd. IPR Pilot
- $11.8 million San Diego Ratepayers
- 1MGD Pilot Capacity
- DPH Monitoring
- Meaningful Economic Benefit
- Pioneering Effort
e. MWWD Strategic Business Plan
- Excellent guiding document
- TAC review and comment
- PA’s are key stakeholders
- Plan has been implemented
f. IROC Annual Report
- Focus:
Efficiency
Effectiveness
Performance
Vulnerability
Rate Integrity
Future Perspective
- Key Recommendation:
1. Move to full IPR/RA
2. Prepare alternatives if future waivers are denied
3. Allocate resources to reduce wastewater spills
4. CIP optimization
5. Assess System Vulnerabilities
6. Be on cutting edge of wastewater treatment technologies
7. Find beneficial uses for biosolids
8. Continued emphasis on green technology
SMALLER ISSUES
- Statewide Sewer System Management Plan (SSMP)
- Recycled Water Optimization Study
- Bid to Goal Program & Audit
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- Transportation Agreements – Only two (2) of the PA’s had approved
theirs
- Operating Reserves &: Debt Financing
- Capacity Leasing Concepts
- Capacity Valuation Study
- Recycled Water Pricing
- Inflow/Infiltration Study
- Consolidation of Water & Wastewater Departments
- Southern California Coastal Water Research Project
- Analysis of Flushable Items
2.

FINANCIAL UPDATE: Ernie Ewin
Vice Chairman Ewin provided an introduction and overview of the AdHoc
Finance Committee roles, responsibilities and accomplishments.
Purpose
● The Committee was formed to monitor the Metropolitan Wastewater
Division (MWWD) finances.
- Since 2003 MWWD had not been able to enter the bond
market to finance capital projects
- The City of San Diego was not current on their audits from
2003 to present until March 2009
● Exhibit E audits are still outstanding
- 2007 and 2008
History of Exhibit E Audits
● Exhibit E Annual savings to PA’s that more than covers annual Metro
JPA costs.
● Average returned to PA’s is $3.9 million per year since 1996
● 2006 audit results returns $10 million to PA’s
Total Billed Versus Actual Costs Graphic provided in handout
2009 Ad Hoc Finance Projects
● Engaged in MWWD 2009 Series A and B Bond issues
- Series A priced on May 5, 2009
● Closeout of 2006 Exhibit E Audit (complete)
- Return to PA's of $10 million
● Engaged in 2007 and 2008 Exhibit E Audits (ongoing)
● Engaged in reclaimed water revenue discussions (ongoing)
● Engaged in MWWD request for operation reserves and debt coverage
issues (ongoing)

JPA Secretary and MetroTAC member Scherer noted that at one time the City of
San Diego had to postpone construction projects due to bonding issues and the
PA’s were concerned with potential construction costs – that was the Finance Ad
Hoc Committee’s only charge.
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MetroTAC Chairman Huth stated that construction costs, due to the economy
were not accelerating as in the past. The economy and timing were providing
benefit to the PA’s projects.
3.

METROTAC WORKPLAN: Scott Huth
MetroTAC Chairman Huth presented the 09-10 Work Plan-Top 10 Items
1. State WDR’s & WDR Recommendation Plan
The Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRS0, a statewide requirement
that became effective on May 2, 2006, requires all owners of a sewer
collection system to prepare a Sewer System Management Plan
(SSMP) by a certain date, based on population served. The SSMP
covers the operations, maintenance, capacity and management of the
collection system. One specific component of the WDR's is to
develop a communications plan for staff and the public. The
MetroTAC went to work together on these items to develop uniform
Sump’s for the PA’s.
2. “No Drugs Down the Drain”
The State has initiated a program to reduce pharmaceuticals entering
the wastewater flows. The MetroTAC will monitor proposed
legislation, coordinate regional disposal events, and develop
educational tools for the public.
3. Fiscal Items
The AdHoc Finance committee will continue to monitor and report on
the financial issues affecting the Metro System and the charges to the
PA’s. Current items include debt finance and reserve coverage issues,
recycled water credits, annual audits, and quarterly billings.
4. PLWWTP Waiver
The City of San Diego is attempting to acquire a new 5 year waiver to
operate PLWWTP at advanced primary. The MetroTAC will continue
to monitor the process and provide support when appropriate. Also,
MetroTAC wants to participate in the recycled water study that is a
requirement of a settlement with environmental groups in exchange for
their support of the waiver.
5. IPR Pilot Program(s)
The San Diego City Council directed the Mayor to pursue an Indirect
Potable Reuse (IPR) pilot program to replenish potable water sources
with reclaimed water. The MetroTAC wants to monitor and
participate in this process to understand the project, offer input, and
ensure that the PA’s are fairly represented.
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6. Lateral Issues
Sewer laterals are owned by the property owners they serve, yet
laterals often allow infiltration and roots into the main line causing
maintenance issues. As this is a common problem among PA’s, the
MetroTAC will gather statistics from national studies and develop
solutions.
7. Grease Recycling
To reduce fats, oils, and grease (FOG) in the sewer systems, more and
more restaurants are being required to collect and dispose of cooking
grease. Companies exist that will collect the grease and turn it into
energy. MetroTAC is exploring if a regional facility offers cost
savings for the PA’s.
8. Water Reduction - Impacts on Sewer Rates
The MetroTAC wants to evaluate the possible impact to sewer rates
and options as water use goes down, and consequently the sewer flows
go down, reducing sewer revenues.
9. Flushable Items that do not Degrade
Several PA’s have problems with flushable products, such as personal
wipes, that do not degrade and cause blockages. MetroTAC is
investigating solutions by other agencies, and a public affairs
campaign to raise awareness of the problems caused by flushable
products.
10. Power Tariff
Power companies are moving to a peak demand pricing scheme which
negatively impacts PA’s with pump stations and other high energy
uses.
MetroTAC wants to evaluate the new legislation and
regulations, and to identify and implement cost savings efforts for the
PA’s.
IX.

DEVELOPMENT
ALIGNMENT
REGARDING
THEMES/PRIORITIES (Action Planning Activity)

TOP

1. Priority Teams Established
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Recycled Water (1,3,4)
Financial (2,5,6,7,13)
Legislative (9)
Public Image (10,11,12,14)
Value Engineering (8)
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a. Recycled Water
1. How will you know if we are successful in achieving this Strategic
Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010?
1.
2.
3.

Get at table with City of San Diego to evaluate the reuse of water
Look at reuse regionally, not just San Diego boundaries, include all
PA’s
Public education

2. Develop a DRAFT “Project Plan”
1. Most Responsible Person (MRP’s)/Team Members:
MetroTAC active committee, JPA Ad Hoc Committee, City of San
Diego, IROC
2. What are the top 3 Phases for this Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010
(E.g. Readiness Development, Data-Gathering, etc.)
1. Recycled water study
2. Results of IPR pilot study
3. Achievements/Deliverables by Quarter: Cannot accomplish in 1
year.
4. Date/Time/Place and Attendees
Appropriate): No response provided.

of

first

meeting(s)

(if

5. Other Comments: None provided.

b. Financial
1. How will you know if we are successful in achieving this Strategic
Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010?
1.

If all parties can agree on a fair and equitable cost.

2. Develop a DRAFT “Project Plan”
1. Most Responsible Person (MRP’s)/Team Members:
Vice Chairman Ewin and his Finance Ad Hoc Committee are ready
and available to assist the JPA to help resolve all issues and reach
consensus as needed.
2. What are the top 3 Phases for this Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010
(E.g. Readiness Development, Data-Gathering, etc.):
None
provided.
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3. Achievements/Deliverables by Quarter: No response provided.
4. Date/Time/Place and Attendees
Appropriate): No response provided.

of

first

meeting(s)

(if

5. Other Comments: None provided.

c. Legislative
1. How will you know if we are successful in achieving this Strategic
Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Policy’s in place
Reaffirmed/Revised Mission Statement
Action plan/someone lobbying on our behalf
Regular updates

2. Develop a DRAFT “Project Plan”
1. Most Responsible Person (MRP’s)/Team Members:
MetroTAC Chair, General Counsel, Metro JPA Chair
2. What are the top 3 Phases for this Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010
(E.g. Readiness Development, Data-Gathering, etc.)
1. Strategic planning development.
3. Achievements/Deliverables by Quarter:
1st Qtr:

Revise & Confirm or revise Mission statement
(agendize and have JPA approve)
Identify levels of legislative activity
(Local – City of San Diego; Regional – County Board;
State Board – State & Legislative, Coastal Commission;
Federal – EPA)

2nd Qtr:

Goals that flow out of the strategic planning session and the
other Priority Teams
(to JPA to go back to their Councils)

3rd Qtr:

Action Plan – Resources
(to Participating Agencies)

4th Qtr:

Start implementing.
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4. Date/Time/Place and Attendees
Appropriate): No response provided.

of

first

meeting(s)

(If

5. Other Comments: None provided.

d. Public Image
1. How will you know if we are successful in achieving this Strategic
Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010?
1.
2.
3.

Increased public awareness of JPA
Media Hits
Tie together other initiatives to promote accordingly

2. Develop a DRAFT “Project Plan”
1.Most Responsible Person (MRP’s)/Team Members:
Metro JPA Chair
2. What are the top 3 Phases for this Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010
(E.g. Readiness Development, Data-Gathering, etc.)
1. Reappoint a Communications Ad Hoc Committee
3. Achievements/Deliverables by Quarter:
1st Qtr/2nd Qtr/3rd Qtr/4th Qtr:
Ad Hoc Committee to determine
4. Date/Time/Place and Attendees
Appropriate): No response provided.

of

first

meeting(s)

(If

5. Other Comments: None provided.

e. Value Engineering
1. How will you know if we are successful in achieving this Strategic
Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010?
1.
2.

We are in agreement with projects MWWD are bringing forward
We know MWWD’s project development process and have been
able to provide changes as needed

2. Develop a DRAFT “Project Plan”
1. Most Responsible Person (MRP’s)/Team Members:
MetroTAC Chair Huth, Padre Dam TAC member Brown, PBS&J
representative Keese, Chula Vista TAC member Newton, JPA
Member Mosier
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2. What are the top 3 Phases for this Initiative in Fiscal Year 2010
(E.g. Readiness Development, Data-Gathering, etc.)
1. Set a threshold
2. Have an annual review process with presentations from City of San
Diego and Consultant (PBS&J) and have JPA provide input
3. Achievements/Deliverables by Quarter:
1st Qtr:

Develop threshold for using value engineering for small,
medium and large

2nd Qtr:

Have MWWD annual review of the project development
process to include what they are doing in the area of value
engineering

3rd Qtr:

Further define opportunities for TAC/JPA input into
MWWD’s process

4th Qtr:

None provided

4. Date/Time/Place and Attendees
Appropriate): No response provided.

of

first

meeting(s)

(If

5. Other Comments: None provided.
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Summary of Evaluation and Input Forms
May 7, 2009 Strategic Planning Meeting
I.

Workshop Rating: The rating of the workshop, on a scale of 1 to 5,
(1 being a waste of time; 5 being “Very Successful”), was a 3.96. The
distribution of ratings was: Three 5’s; One 4.5’s; Four 4’s; Zero 3.5’s;
Three 3’s, and; Two 2’s.

II.

What did you like most about the workshop?
1.

Accomplishments (7)
Action Items were good. Look forward to having a Strategic
Plan Document developed.
Came out with good action plan.
Review of overall priorities of the JPA and TAC
Open discussion of recycled water opportunities and
priority—Good to see alignment of JPA on that issue (2)
Good information.
Seeing different viewpoints was valuable.

2.

Good Design and Use of Time (7)
Put a lot of action into a small amount of time.
On time – Well focused
Short and succinct.
To the point.
Shorter was better.
John did a good job
Narrow scope

3.
III.

Location (5)

What could have been improved?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

More time for discuss plans/priorities for future years (2)
It was fine. Nothing, but (diet coke too!) (2)
More JPA members should have spoken about their thoughts
On –site parking?
A prettier location – not ☺
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IV.

What suggestions do you have for successful follow-up and followthrough on concepts discussed at the session?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

V.

Do this three times a year, as a review. These meetings can be
one hour longer.
None (3)
Let’s get it done and people were engaged. After we narrow the
# of focus items then pursue. (2)
Just make sure we get a written accounting of salient points
discussed.
Discuss consolidation of SD + PA’s Water & Wastewater
Departments to improve efficiency and eliminate interjurisdictional conflicts.
More caffeine, less sugar

Other Comments
1.
2.

Well done! Great Location, Good Food, Thank you. Great Job
to John Gavares & rest of the meeting planners. John did a nice
job. Lori did great pulling it together. (5)
At the next JPA meeting we should do a recap and see if we can
put the priorities in to a work plan.
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MetroTAC
2009/2010 Work Plan – Top 10 Items
Title
State WDRs &
WDR
Communications
Plan

“No Drugs Down
the Drain”

Fiscal Items

PLWWTP Waiver

IPR Pilot
Program(s)

Lateral Issues

Grease Recycling

Water Reduction
- Impacts on
Sewer Rates
Flushable Items
that do not
Degrade
“Power Tariff”

Description
The Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs), a statewide requirement
that became effective on May 2, 2006, requires all owners of a sewer
collection system to prepare a Sewer System Management Plan (SSMP)
by a certain date, based on population served. The SSMP covers the
operations, maintenance, capacity, and management of the collection
system. One specific component of the WDRs is to develop a
communications plan for staff and the public. The MetroTAC wants to
work together on these items to develop uniform SSMPs for the PAs.
The state has initiated a program to reduce pharmaceuticals entering the
wastewater flows. The MetroTAC will monitor proposed legislation,
coordinate regional disposal events, and develop educational tools for
the public.
The AdHoc Finance committee will continue to monitor and report on the
financial issues affecting the Metro System and the charges to the PAs.
Current items include debt finance and reserve coverage issues, recycled
water credits, annual audits, and quarterly billings.
The City of San Diego is attempting to acquire a new 5 year waiver to
operate PLWWTP at advanced primary. The MetroTAC will continue to
monitor the process and provide support when appropriate. Also,
MetroTAC wants to participate in the recycled water study that is a
requirement of a settlement with environmental groups in exchange for
their support of the waiver.
The San Diego City Council directed the Mayor to pursue an Indirect
Potable Reuse (IPR) pilot program to replenish potable water sources
with reclaimed water. The MetroTAC wants to monitor and participate in
this process to understand the project, offer input, and ensure that the
PA’s are fairly represented.
Sewer laterals are owned by the property owners they serve, yet laterals
often allow infiltration and roots to the main lines causing maintenance
issues. As this is a common problem among PA’s, the MetroTAC will
gather statistics from national studies and develop solutions.
To reduce fats, oils, and grease (FOG) in the sewer systems, more and
more restaurants are being required to collect and dispose of cooking
grease. Companies exist that will collect the grease and turn it into
energy. MetroTAC is exploring if a regional facility offers cost savings for
the PAs.
The MetroTAC wants to evaluate the possible impact to sewer rates and
options as water use goes down, and consequently the sewer flows go
down, reducing sewer revenues.
Several PA’s have problems with flushable products, such as personal
wipes, that do not degrade and cause blockages. MetroTAC is
investigating solutions by other agencies, and a public affairs campaign
to raise awareness of the problems caused by flushable products.
Power companies are moving to a peak demand pricing scheme which
negatively impacts PA’s with pump stations and other high energy uses.
MetroTAC wants to evaluate the new legislation and regulations, and to
identify and implement cost savings efforts for the PAs.
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2010 Meeting Calendar

Metro Commission/Metro JPA
and
MetroTAC Committee
2010 Meeting Schedules
METRO COMM/METRO JPA
1st Thursday of the month

METRO TAC
3 Wednesday of the month
rd

December 3, 2009

12:00 – 1:00

December 16, 2009

11:00 – 1:30

January 7, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

January 20, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

February 4, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

February 17, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

March 4, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

March 17, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

April 1, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

April 21, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

May 6, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

May 19, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

June 3, 2010

June 16, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

July 1, 2010

12:00 – 1:00
(SANDIST meeting
immediately following)
12:00 – 1:00

July 21, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

August 5, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

August 18, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

September 2, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

September 15, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

October 7, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

October 20, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

November 4, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

November 17, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

December 2, 2010

12:00 – 1:00

December 15, 2010

11:00 – 1:30

Meetings are held at
MWWD MOC II Auditorium, 9192 Topaz Way, SD, CA 92023
(unless otherwise noted on the agenda)

